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  Sales, contracts, appointments and biz bites.

 16 Products
  New introductions and announcements.

 65 Broadcast aside
  Dennis discovers that everybody has a plan 

and sometimes they go wrong.

 66 headroom
  Fish, rooms and the digital option.
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 56 immsound explained 
  Continuing our theme of looking at new 

3D sound formats, ImmSound discusses its 
technology and workflow.

 62 slaying Dragons
  John’s turns his attention to the development 

of the moving coil loudspeaker.

 48 Online strategies for music sales
  Following the last issue’s preview of Direct-

to-Fan tools we examine release and internet 
strategies.

 64 Your business
  The Uncertainly Principle afflicts the 

foundations of the recording industry 
according to Daley.

 14 heslington studios
  We report on a UK University that has 

opened a commercial facility.

 34 simon efemey
  A musician and live engineer turned studio 

engineer and producer with a penchant for 
heavy metal.

 38 George apsion
  Engineer with a successful commercial studio 

to his credit talks mics and Tweeds.

 42 andy Gray
  Film composer, writer, player, engineer, 

producer, remixer and gear fixer... 

 46 Berlin Philharmonic
  Updates to its mic collection and the Digital 

Concert Hall warrant a revisit.

 52 sweet spot
  Electronic room correction technology saves 

a London post house a packet of cash.

 54 Broadcast
  Miniature arrays provide an elegant 

monitoring solution to OB van space 
constraints.

 58 You’ve got it taped
  We look at the type of tape machine to 

choose and how to find a good one.

 60 Ten
  Larger sizes.
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AWARDS

QUALITY & INNOVATION

The all inclusive 72 mic input system 
at a special introductory price.
DiGiCo has ‘Supercharged’ the award winning SD9 with 
a significant expansion in Channel count, Dynamic EQs, 
Multiband Compressors and Matrix, and the addition of 
DiGiTuBes, Reorder of Busses and Multichannel inputs 
(formerly only available on SD7).

Further new features include an expanded Aux Panel, 
increased Dynamic functions such as a Duck option and 
expander for the Gate, a De-esser and two types of Knee for 
the Compressor. There are also new FX types with multitap, 
ping pong and stereo delay, with different delay times 
for left and right. A warmth button is provided on each 
channel for analogue emulation and two types of EQ have 
been added (Classic and Precision).

Plus, the SD9 now features Sets (previously only available 
on SD7T), which has been enhanced to allow for ‘Set Spill’ 
allowing the creation of Sets with easy changing of the 
console layout to display members of that Set.

And if that wasn’t enough, to coincide with the 
Supercharged launch, DiGiCo is offering the Rack-Pack, a 72 
mic input system at an introductory total system price.

SD-9 Supercharged Rack-Pack.

Rack-Pack
The new...
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